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4. This plan was inserted into the Bass Coast Planning scheme as part of amendment C116 

and this precinct was included within Development Plan Overlay (DPO21 Wonthaggi 

North-East Growth Areas). 

5. The development plan for the  located on the southern edge of the 

WNEGA was for residential development located behind commercial development 

fronting the Bass Highway.  Note a retirement village location was identified on this plan. 

6. The zoning plan from the Bass Coast Planning Scheme of 2012 illustrates that part of the 

farm was also zoned PPRZ (Public Park and Recreation Zone) although this was an 

anomaly and, this part of the farm was held in private ownership1 and is a cleared 

paddock sown to pasture. 

FEBRUARY 2012 – SECTION 96A - RESIDENTIAL VILLAGE & REZONING 

7. The planning application (Section 96A Amendment) was made for a rezoning and 

planning permit application in February 2012.  

8. The reasons for a Section 96A amendment is so the rezoning and the planning application 

are considered concurrently and also ensures that the site would be developed in 

accordance with the application as a retirement (> 55yrs) village. For example, not 

changed at a later date into say a conventional residential subdivision. 

9. The applicant had successfully built two of these residential villages in regional Victoria 

with some 150+ units across two different sites. The proposal for Wonthaggi was for 200+ 

dwellings – modular type, with community centres/ tennis court facilities etc. 

10. 5261 Bass Highway is located on the outskirts of Wonthaggi and the Wonthaggi North 

East Growth Area (WNEGA) and the site in 2012 was located to the east of the proposed 

heavy vehicle bypass. 

 
1 The Crown sold the title to the Kilgours on the 4 April 1999 – (PSP parcel #60) 
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11. The “Kilgour Overall Concept plan January 2012” was prepared as a submission to the 

WNEGA illustrates that this site is located between Carneys Road (west) and Sharrock’s 

Road (east) and the proposed WNEGA by pass.  

12. This development plan for the former Kilgour dairy farm was prepared as part of the 

WNEGA public exhibition process.   This development plans illustrating how the land 

would be divided into four (4) super lots to create 603 residential lots, with the Bass 

Highway frontage being rezoned into Bulky goods precinct. 

13. Lot 4 located at the eastern end of the site straddled the proposed bypass road, with the 

land between the bypass and Sharrock’s Road being identified as “future investigation”. 

MPA/VPA – 7TH JULY 2014- 2016 – 2017 - 2018 

14. 7th July 2014 the client met with Mr Paul Buckley CEO (appointed in Feb 2014), some two 

years after the application was made. The purpose being to inform Mr Buckley of the 

history of this rezoning/Section 96A request and to determine a way forward. 

15. Mr Buckley informed the client (Mr Tom Walsh) that this matter was to be referred to the 

Metropolitan Planning Authority (MPS) as part of the PSP process to be conducted for 

Wonthaggi.   

16. 17th September 2014 correspondence received from the CEO confirmed that the Section 

96A amendment application would remain “live” and would be considered as part of the 

PSP for WNEGA. 

17. The initial draft structure plans were expected to be ready for discussion with landowners 

by November 2014. 

18. The Section 96A planning application material and submission was forwarded onto the 

MPA (now VPA) for consideration and a formal submission made as part of the exhibition 

process. 
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19. January 2016: PPD met with the MPA in Wonthaggi and both Council and the Authority 

now supported the application2: that is to include the small area located outside of the 

UGB into the residential zone and development of the balance of the site as a residential 

village. 

20. May 2017: A meeting with  (Strategic Planner) in response to the “draft PSP” 

a submission in support of the PSP was lodged. The PSP relocating, the heavy vehicle 

bypass (now Boulevard) to a central location along the western edge of Lot 4 (lot 63R on 

PSP), a widening of the drainage reserve through the site and the removal of the proposed 

B4Z (14.15ha). 

21. The review of the WNEGA document by the MPA resulted in the Wonthaggi PSP being 

released in August 2017. 

22. The proposed PSP also sought to introduce Development Contributions. This has 

complicated the consideration of the PSP and extended the timelines, given the level of 

details and investigation required. 

23. Further the Council views were that any progress of the PSP would be delayed until such 

time as the existing developer contributions conditions contained within existing planning 

permits for subdivision, be removed, i.e. from the various residential subdivisions that 

had been approved since amendment C116 (WNEGA). 

24. 5th February 2018 and a meeting with  confirmed our approval to the 

variation of the Section 96A site plans to conform to the proposed PSP: being, 

a. Extend the Commercial Zone either side of the proposed Boulevard.  

b. Extension of the Commercial 2 Zone to the east side (1.8ha) of the Boulevarde. The 

abuttal of a residential zone on a major intersection was not considered 

appropriate; 
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c. Enlarged drainage reserve and public open space reserve to be located along the 

northern boundary (parcel 63R); 

d. Acquisition of land to accommodate roundabout from Bass Highway to the 

Boulevard. 

25. An updated schematic plans, based on the original location of the residential village 

abutting Sharrock Road, with roundabout and commercial precinct was provided to Mr 

. 

DECEMBER 2018 & NOVEMBER 2020 PSP 

26. A revision of the December 2018 PSP as exhibited however revealed that none of the above 

agreed changes made their way into the PSP, while the drainage reserve was relocated 

through parcels 60 & 61 and not along the title boundary which contained the existing 

drainage reserve? 

27. The relocation of the alignment of the drainage reserve was completed by Engeny 

Consultants in October 2019, being late in the PSP process and had no regard to the 

updated development plan for the residential village. 

28. In terms of the extension of the commercial zone on the east side of the Boulevard 

intersection, which would involve an area of only 1.8ha, this was also not included.  

29. However, the commercial zone was extended to the west side of the “local access” street 

(further west of the major Boulevard intersection) to facilitate in the provision of a further 

roundabout to service the industrial land on the south side of the Bass Highway. 

30. This additional area for a commercial zone identified by  as a “priority 

infrastructure and catalyst for the industrial areas to the south of the highway”, yet the Boulevard 

intersection also provides the major connector road through this industrial precinct.  

 
3 Email 20 March 2020 
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31. It is unknown why this local connector intersection is a “priority” in contrast to the major 

intersection. 

CONCLUSION  2020-2021 

32. Eight (8) years has transpired since the village application was lodged at Council (2012) 

and all likelihood is that it will be 10-11 years before anything is approved.  

33. In terms of comparison developers and or Councils on the fringe of Melbourne would be 

going ballistic if the PSP process took 4 years to complete, let alone 8 years, with the 

likelihood of 10 years until the process is yet to be finalised! 

34. The applicant has been very patient and accommodating Council by making changes to 

the layout of the subject site to conform with the draft PSP, yet none of these changes 

previously agreed to with Council officers in February 2018 have been included into the 

November 2020 PSP. 

35. Of course, the issue here is that the PSP cannot be changed through the public process as 

this would represent a “change” to the exhibited documents, yet the PSP prejudices the 

development of parcels 60 & 61.  

36. The location of the 60m wide drainage reserve, while the location of a residential zone 

abutting a major highway intersection is clearly inappropriate. The inclusion of a modest 

area of 1.8ha for a Commercial Zone abutting this major intersection is not going to 

prejudice the commercial strategy for Wonthaggi or the PSP. 

37. The long and convoluted public consultation process, the agreement to the amendment of 

plans to confirm with draft PSP and their later dismissal, now places the applicant in an 

invidious position, with respect to the development of parcels 63R,62, 61 & 60. 

38. However the common issue with the change to exhibited amendments can be best be 

explained by how would any change to the zone or reserve location, effect any other party 

from a natural justice perspective? 
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39. In this context the realignment of the drainage reserve does not affect any person or 

property, it is confined to the site. 

40. The location of a commercial zone within the site and on the east side of the Boulevard is 

consistent with the approach for the local access street intersection further to the west.  

41. As identified above, the interface of the residential area with a major intersection on the 

Bass Highway could have a prejudicial amenity impacts on any residential development.  

42. The separation of the intersection from the residential precinct by a commercial 

development comprising typically of warehouse size buildings surrounded by a car park 

would be a more appropriate outcome. 

43. The location of this 1.8ha zone would be consistent with the zones along the balance of the 

Bass Highway frontage and the employment node located opposite. 

44. So, from a merits and natural justice perspective, there is no reason why these 

amendments cannot be made to the PSP. 

45. We seek to be included within the VPA session of the 25 November. 

Yours Sincerely,  

 

  

 
















